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ABSTRACT
In this thesis coatiimoaa folded plate atxwsitureB with two spaas a*© 
investigated both eaaiyUciiUy and e le m e n ta lly . Tho theory used to obtain 
the analytical solution in developed from the principles outlined Wilhelm 
Flilggo in Ids hook (8). General equations are developed to Sind stresses and 
deflections of the ttaottnuotts structure when it is  unitorrofy loaded at the ©cfees. 
A concrete continuous folded (date structure is am%aed cstperimentaHy and a 
general pattern of deflection and stress distribution is  established.
i i i
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KOTATKj»
Note: A superscript © isciieatos that the symbol denotea & cpsctt^ caused by 
uniform loads Snm or U  the letters a„ b„ o, d appear in the subscript 
£h«g? sn^er to the tour spans shown in Fig. 2. The same tetters ore used in the 
superscript to indicate the Mraixsr oi the plate; in the superscript those letters 
replace the arable numbers S9 3, 3 — as these numbers could be eas% cou- 
toscd with powers. If the symbol hasn't any o i the letters a* fo» e — — in too 
subscrips it* refers to the confcSisaous structure.
The firs t part oi Hite analysis is carried out under the assumption 
that grates are hb^e*mmeeted by piano wires. In the second part of the analysis 
Cfcdnt displacement) the edfes# are made rigid by applying redundant moments 
Mgy where the isuperscrSpt r  dcRotes the number oi the edge to which the moment 
is  applied* These moments are resolved Into loads $Fig, 20, Fig. 21).
A ll resulting symbols carty the superscript r .
Sleight o i plate k .
La Length of spaa AB.
Lcogih of sma BC.
iviomont os plate am (Fig. 2) duo m load S ^ ,
*v4sa Monaco* ©£ plate fom (Fig. 2) due to load ^  .
SC'I&L* Moment o£ plate am (F ig. 2) due to M » t  at B.
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Moment o* plato bm (F ig. 2) duo to M ^ 1 at B.
Moment oi elate am dae to shears T
Moment oi plate bm duo to shears T, .
bm
Hoiaj^ at oi plato am duo to shears T »cm
Moment oi plato bm duo to shears Y ^n«
Ectiundaof moment (Fig. 2) at B.
Sfceariag sfcresses shown in Fig. 1. Tim euperemtpt o refers to 
uniform loads ©ailo she superscript (1) rotors to longitudinal shears 
For eubscripto a, b, o, and d the reader may refer to Fig. 2.
Shewing forces due to and shw> respectively.
J> Shearing forces duo to unit moment at B.
Uniform load aoitog; on too plane of plate am.
Unitom load acting' on toe plane of pinto bm.
Thickness of plate m*
LoogifcudlrM shearing stress between plato in , and plat© (m+1). For 
too superscripts toe* reader may refer to the note under Notation.
shearing constant related to T__, by equation (<E-3lS).ffw
Reflection oi plate am under the load £ .am
Reflection of plate bis under toe load . 
Reflection of pfeto am cato to unit moment tit B. 
Reflection oi plot© bia duo to unit moment at B*
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Armies shown in Fig, S.
Ijf Boi&tion oi' plate am due to S .am
Kotatioa oi plato fern due to S ^ .
“W j Botatlon ai piate am <Suo to unis moment at
Botatioa oi plate bm t$m to unit moment at
Angles shown ia  Fig, 3.
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CHAPTEK1
INfBGEUCllON
The prismatic folded plate structure (Fig. 1) is  formed by a series 
of adjoining thin plane slabs mutually supporting each other and rigidly connected 
along their common edges. They are usually closed off at its ends by integral 
diaphragms. Even though there are many folded plate structures made out of 
plywood and some out of metal, most of them are made out of concrete because 
it  can be easily adapted to different forms.
In  reinforced concrete the unstressed m aterial is  relocated to 
areas of foller utilisation thus making a substantial reduction in concrete per 
square foot or surface and making a substantial reduction in  dead load. Floor 
and roof systems can be shaped to accommodate ducts and utility troughs 
thus obtaining more economy as compared to conventional structure. Folded 
plates have advantages over curved shells because of the lees expensive 
framework, easier concreting and screeding. sim ilar advantages exist over 
more complex structures such as arches and frames. Because oi their 
stiffness, folded plates can be constructed over long spans without m  increase 
in material requirement. For these reasons, in the last decade,folded plate 
construction has found increasing application for rooi'o of industrial Liildlage
1
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and hangars as well as for the aides and bottoms of elevated bankers.
The methods oi analysis oi folded plate structures msy foil in the 
following four categories:
(a) Beam method *
(bj Folded plate theory neglecting relative joint displacement,
(e) Folded plate theory considering relative joint displacement, end
(d) Elasticity method*
Within each of these categories exist many papers using different assumptions 
and procedures. The form relative joint displacement denotes the displacement 
of ooo longitudinal side of a plate with respect to the other longitudinal side.
The basic assumptions In the above methods are tho following:
1) The material is homogeneous and linearly elastic.
2) The actual deflections are relatively small as compared to the 
overall configuration of the structure, lienee, equilibrium conditions for tho 
loaded structure may bo developed using the configuration of the uadoflected 
structure.
3) The principle of super-position holds.
4) LfcEg'itediaal jo in ts are lulls; monolithic w ith slab acting eoatitjuofoly 
through the joints.
5) Each aappyraag dnghrsgm is infinitely stiff parallel to Its owe 
gtoi© tot Is  perfectly SejdfeSe normal to its plaao.
Beam Method.—3s th is method the sfcructero Is  assumed to doUeci 
in  such a manner teas a ll polnte in  the same cross sections deflect tho seme 
mnouaS* Cross oss6Eoiistt however, tend to spread cut coaaklorably (Fig, B7)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
when tho Salmd plate structure is loaded. The beasi theory &my ha applied 
w&au fe@ folded plat© stm&tyea ay© stii&saed wife is&eyaietfiMa ty&aovGi'se 
ribs ypcced sad designed, so a© so maintain tho s&ape oi' fee structure.
Sfolusxl i% t£  Theory (with and without relative joint displacement). 
In  both ©teases of folded piao® thm rj few Svn^^wSital supporting action ef each 
pla&i f.a governed by beam iksory and fee ivmsvmtm aapporfeag notion is feat 
os a continuous one-way stab. Vvaen fee boom theory in each plate la  adopted 
- fee £oftowfe£ assuEapikioe or© i&pttefe
1) Longtfectaal ©treaaaft Is each plate vary feoayfy across fee width 
e i each plats but fee ixaosveree rate of variation ol agrees mop he dilis-roai in  
fee various plates..
It) Membrane nfecasing staresoes in each plate hove negligible 
•yfifeot or fee desisetion ox fee siruefcre.
3) Keirmai s&res&es in each plate fe fee tsm&v&em direetioas or©
iu 3$alibrknn co^derataosus but have »egl%tblo eHect on fee deflection 
o i fee styaehire.
By adopting fe« one-way $!<& setloa fee allowing assumptions aye
taiplSofe
4) Slab ba&isg is  essentially cue wey phss&meneii cecurrliag is  
fee- transverse direction; fee oSfect of longitudinal slei> bonding is  negligible.
5) ladSvisfesl. plates possess negligible tQr&loml resistance. 
Toroional stresses die to twisting oi fee plates as well as ^eftsctSons due to 
feeec* stresses may he ignored.
S) Saciial chearsng stresses (normal k>. tho slr&J have aegllnibSo
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
effect ©a the defioctton ©i  the structure*
For normal span length to plato width ratios assumptions 1 and 2 
do not Introduce any substantial inaccuracies. As the span-width ratios become 
sm aller* however toe longitudinal stress becomes non linear and the shear 
deformation becomes snore pronounced. Assumptions 4,  5 and 3 deriving from  
the use of one-way slab theory are sufficiently accurate for length-witito ratios 
greeter than 3 and widtis-thicJmeas ratios greater than 5 (10).
Folded Plate Theory Neglecting B dative Joint IStaplacomenta. ~  
fa  this theory It  is  assumed that the changes In transverse bending moment 
and in foaf^ tucLoal stress due to relative joint displacement arc negligible in  
comparison with tho values of these moments and stresses computed on tho 
basts e f no relative jo int casplscements. Investigations (20) have abeam, how* 
ever, that Joint displacements are too significant to be neglected and must 
be considered in  analysing folded plate structures.
Folded Plato theory Considering ft elatlv® Joint l^ splacsme&te.
'fids theory is  based on the gaiescal aseumptiona which have been previously 
described, and takes Into account toe effect of relative cSspiacemeni of toe 
joints on too transverse moments and membrane stresses. Some of toe 
practical methods of analysis arc mentioned below.
1) Vhwssew’a Method (28, 27), This method determines too values 
of too stresses at critica l sections in  toe structure by too solution of a m t  of 
simultaneous Unear algebraic equations that arc established on toe basis of 
equilibrium at toe critica l section and on the basis of continuity of Joints 
transversely. Longitudinal variation of applied loads and transverse momenta
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
arc approximated on the basis of a Fourier aeries.
2) Portland Cement AbsocIbKou Buliotia (24}. The analysis con­
tainer in this builetia Is  sim ilar to that of Vlassow. The Epical equations 
Involving the unknown stresses and meajiaats are derived for the ease of usilonn 
vertical loading on a simple span structure. The oulletia contains a table oi 
design coeffteieata for the V-lype folded plate sm*ctare* Bn&msion of the 
development to other types of loadings end support conditions la not covered 
although it  is  examined ha a gmarat way.
3} Gaoler's Method (10). Gaafar used the principle of super position 
to consider a folded plate structure actually loaded between and at the ridges 
93 the coitibinflitioji of fa) m  Mtontieal structure loaded between and at the 
rtdgea hut exported at the ridges against deflection and (ft) m identical structure 
loaded at the ridges only by dm rl<%© reactions of tho structure in  (a). In 
developing the theory for the folded piste structure (b), loaded at the ridges 
only, be motees the assumption that the elastic curve of deflection duo to applied 
food is  the same as the n ormal deflection curve of the structure (half si a© 
wave &>? simply supported structure). TMs assumption Is accurst© within 
approtf mately 2% for tosgitudlnallsr &ymuatrical losings. The hall sine wave 
concept m  tho deflection curve is in  error for loading that is  largely aa*l~ 
ayima&tric longitudinally.
4) Titsh&ki*® Method (31). Yitafeairi present several methods ci 
aaslysla with major emphasis on the so-called method oi particular loadings. 
h i this method ho uses tho principle of superposition used by Gaafar to aaafcrsse 
the etractare for tho actual load oa it, assuming «uy*elciag ridges. The reactions
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deweSftped by t&Bse B&mm-zd feat actually noft-i’oxtefeaxt supports arc the© applied 
as lougitodii*d ridge loads which are carried a». each ri<%c by te© plaice me«si- 
\n$. at each ridga. The resulting aeUecttoaa of the platen are converted, on 
the basis of geotnctrieal ooniJidoratlons, into relative joint displacements which 
are associated with tr&averso bending sttosxisnts is  the elabo. From these, a 
sot OK ridge loads,- caSIal saper&ottR loads, noees&sy to snaSattin the deiloctod 
shape of the structure is obtained. The structure is  ikon subjected in hum to 
several appropriately chosen, imtopoaticnt ridge leadings, These loadings 
are aash multiplied by m  ttodetermiasd constant sad cosnbfcoed so as to eliminate 
tho preceding suporausas taoiUng at each ridge. 2a this process h**2 aimul- 
taneou# equations each containing the &-3 undetermined constants are obtained 
and solved to evaluate the constants. Here, a equals the cumber oi plates.
W ith the Constanta known, the controlling stmsaeii and deflections are readily 
obteirafete. Tho assumptions sad epproxlmattons used by Yiteheki are the same 
as those used by GeMsr, previously described, C onfiden tly, YUsha5d*s 
usual procedure la  subject to the same lim itations on applicability as Gaafor'a 
theory.
E lasticity Mt&xxL Ctob&KiTg and bvvo developed i l ty  n solwttcn to r 
the otraases in  a folded plate structure by combining the equations o£ tho plate 
theory to r loads normal to the plane of the plates aud the elasticity equation?? 
defining the plane stress probtam to r loads in  tho piano o i  the plates. Applied 
taming l»  approximated by a Fourier series. This method is  applied, where 
component plates o£ the structure are relatively short compared to the width, 
and where teoaslatiou oi individual jo in ts is completely prevented.
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8Tho theory presented is  this paper tor continuous folded plate 
structures la  developed from im&ge's theory for simply supported folded 
islate structures which he outlines id hie book published ia  1962. Hia theory is  
particularly attractive since the daflaotSoiia of plates are given by a diffcreatlal 
equation which can be generalised for ooy toathng condition by expressing the 
load in a Fourier series. Ftllgge'a solution of Joint displacement la  very much 
sim ilar to that of Yltehakh Chapter VJ0 of iMo paper presents the method in 
detail and extends It  to continuous structures, while Chapter 111 describes die 
method of analysis by which FlUgge's theory is extended to a continuous structure. 
Chapter X I gives the experimental results of a continuous concrete folded plate 
structure subjected to uniform load.
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CHAJPXJEH XX 
ISSTOBICAL GISCUSSl&JI
_ G. £fclers(6) wrote one of the fleet papers on folded plate (boor? 
in  *036. Eh. (e re  proposed & foldechplate theory based on linear variation of 
longltadiMl stress in each plate hut neglected the effect of the relative displace- 
m eeioi the joints, In 1932 E. Gruber (14) took approximate account of Joint 
trtmalatioas ami rotations fcy using a atrip theory approach, A further rctiao* 
meat of the membrane theory waa made by a , Craesmer (2) and Gruber (19) 
by considering the actual atrcsc dlatrlfauttee* in the planes of the slab. In  194? 
the method was introduced in the U .S .A . in  a paper by George Winter, F . asce 
and M , Pal (SO). Their theory neglected the relative joint displacements but 
dsvolopeci a convenient iteration procedure to determine the togituGinal stresses 
patterned after the moment distribution procedure.
The relative displacement of the Joints which waa firs t proposed S$r 
Gruber and Omening in 1933 (14, 1?) was considerably simplified by w . Z» 
VIa«3ov?, 1936 (28) by using linear algebraic equations to calculate the longi- 
feidtnal stresses and ridge swmmte at critical sections of the structure.
IC. Girkmac® and The Portland Cement Association (12, 24) submitted methods 
sim ilar to Viassow’o. The theory involving relative joint displacements was
9
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10
also developed by 1„ Gaafar, Ivi. ASCE and I). Yitzhaki (21, 31). A .  v>er£el amI 
$bm J. Ei Goldberg and H, L» Leva (29. 13) developed approaches that considered 
both two-dimeaeional elasticity theory for doterminnttoa of membrane stresses 
and tm  way slab theory for determination of betiding and twisting of the slab.
In  1962 FUige published bis book In which bo outlined the theory which was used 
In Ibis paper to develop a method to analyze continuous folded plate structures.
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MET3DK OF ANAMtOS
Plate strip m, bounded by edges sr»-l and m (Fig, 1) mid subjected 
to the reaolvod uniform loads ami S ^ , is  muJyjsed as a continuous beam 
supported at A, 0 , and C. The continuous beam AC is then divided into two 
simply supported beams AB and 0C (Fig. 2b). JDue to the uniform toad 6^  
plate BG rotates 0 ^  dagrecs at end B, while plate AB, due to the uniform 
toad rotates -  degrees at end B (Fig. 3e). Similarly deflections 
and are produced.
The relative rotation of tangents a and b is  0 ^ -  0 fi. In  die 
continuous plate AC, however, the tangents a and b form a straight line emee 
the dofleetioo curve must be continuous. It  is , therefore, necessary to apply 
a set of moments $5*,^  at ends B of pistes AB and BC which w ill produce a 
relative rotation equal and opposite to 0 ^  *  e nr;1, where r  in goes 
from K *  1 to K -  1 ami K » Kambor of plates. The efcrossee and inflections 
duo to die moment Mom would then bo added to the stresses and deflections 
prcdaccd by the uniform loads and S^ n . The resulting stresses and 
deflections would be those oi tbs contlmoas plate AC subjected to toads 
and Sjjqj at spans AB and BC respectively, The moment however, is  ®fs
XI
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unkntrws quantity and must be found.
At ends B of plates AB and BC a unit moment 2s applied which w ill 
produce rotations ecna» 6 ^  and deflections and (Fig. 2d). The 
relative rotation between tangents d and c is — e . Umc®
* 4 d ° f o -~ f o *' • *3-1)
eam " edm
The stresses and deflections ol the continuous plate can then be computed. Once 
these Btresses and deflections have been obtained Joint displacements can bo 
considered as described in Chapter IX .
Computation o£ &
I t  is assumed that the edge loads are vortical and uniformly dis­
tributed la  the X direction. The load at every edge may be different in magni­
tude but It  must bo uniformly distributed along x throughout the whale length 
ai the beam.
FiUgge (8) resolves the load Fm acting cm an element at unit 
length o£ the m-th edge info two component is  the directions and + j;
■■«&■- -  . C  »  + P  008 0  m  (3 -2 )m iu . w m m --------— —
eta rm  sic y m
These loads can be carried by the strips m and s» + 1  respectively (Fig. Sc).
The resultant load acting on plate m would be
»» *'b  » i» .  + S . (3 -3 )m a  - 1  m * 7
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FIG.2. METHOD OF A N A L Y S IS
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FIG .3. TH E UNIFORM LOAD Sm IS 
RESOLVED INTO FORCES ACTING 
ON THE P L A N E S  OF PLATES
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CHAPTERIV
AHAUB5I9 OF PLATE ^  UNDER UNIFORM LOAD ^  
Bending Mom eat Due to 
The beam shown in Fig. 4 (a) subjected to the uniform load
fyas thft hanrBiffi yn<tmnnfc
»»g* <4-i»
Shearing Forces JDas to
° { &  -  ' w r f * - * -  <«-2>
Let uanow aBBumo thai the ^ late strip is  Blender, that is,the height l& 
much smaller than the length 1^, thoa the beading eireas crx and the shear 
stress "C- may be found from formulas of elementary beam theory. More­
over, let N^ =* tm and « T j^  whore is  the thickness of the plato
;. 3) . Ilestoe
« x L a
(o )
er T t  « VAy e ^ ^  blK
m - 3^  “ - t # 5 # *  <4- 3'
Q bm ~ ¥**) t^*31 + 2 ( lT  ~ 4  ^  (4-4)
i»«ym----------------------------- * T  1 5 ar~w
I T  ®*n hm
Simflifyiing the above equation
"  - f r  ( I  -  £ )  • |4 ' S)
IS
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Also the stress
toon a m  j^T  (W )
At the lower edge oi the strip m « + i*p .) the normal force
*0)
*tam  P *w ta o « tt« « tw ^
**■ »  ’  S *»  ^  <4_7>
Ami the strain at the upper edge o£ the adjacent strip is
(o)eSUfl • - 7 ^ - - —  • «-»>
* ' TED + i * %  + 1
&tao& the two adjacent platea are connected to one another these strains must 
be made equal to each eS&cr. When this operation is done the two strips w ill 
exert forces upon each other. These additional forces are shearing forces 
Tto acting on the plane o£ both strips. These forces are shown in Fig. ? acting
in a positive direction in accordance with the sign convention for ft*., (Fig, 6b)«Jay
From Fig, 7 it  is seen that the edge shears w ill add an additional
moment M ^  to She bending mom out of the strip. An axial force Ism m m
dtso produced. Applying the equilibrium equations to the strip dement shown
i n Fag, 7 the following relatione arc obtained. 
(1)
■ - *bm i  l>m* T. , T. (4-9)tix 
V {1>
‘- 3 B * - ¥ « W i * ,w  * « *
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IN E. bm DUE TO U NIFORiVi LOAD |
)
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(Tm _ ,)d x
* m' + d ^
(I)
Nm
FfG. 7. STRIP ELEMENT OF E. bm
!II1
<
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Tha shearing forces mast bo kaown in terms oi x before (4-8) and (4-10) 
can bo integrated.
The shearing forces Tm produce the force end the moment
m
which la  turn produce beam beading stresses from which the normal force
,< M  _  W lJ S  A  1 2  u jM
bm
and the edge strain
CM uU)
6 ^  - S i -  ♦ “ t o y .  (a- iej
E*m E*m
Xn equatUm (4-12) the second tern on the right side is negative if y » -  h si
Ks 2end positive if
To avoid discrepancy of strains between connecting edges the 
following condition must exist.
e S .  + e S m  ” ei$ » n >  ♦ € £ U i>  <4- 13*
A
After having substituted aspreeslo&s for the Os
♦ (4-X4)
® **0 E *im ‘^ra E *m *l ^m+1 E *m+l ^ ru+i E W -l ^ m+l
Elation (4-14) is the coKipatibiUty equation from which on equation ter the 
unknown shearing forces can be derived* After differentiation in respect 
to s„ equation (4-14) yields
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<4-15)
£ ^ * 0 5 ^
6 iiS te ± i)  d Nb fr+P  6 d Mbto +ll
CM. <fe dx
^ fcm+l t^a+1 ^ *m+l *W l ®* Sn+1 ^m+l
Equation $4-1) So differentiated In respect to x to yield
l | L t t  = ^ ( L b - 2 * ) .  <4-16)
Equations (4-16), (4-8), and (4-10) arc substituted in equation <4-15). After 
ainapliacatioa
■ U lV  +2T , J
*m hm *»  W l hmn * “ ^ +1>
_ V i T 2^  ,  * W u S - * <  -----------+ — —  ----  (4-1?)
*c ; t » ® V l W
A total of (&-1) equations such as (4-17) may bo written for every edge from 
sn “  1 to  m  ® K -l (a  order to solve K. -  1 unknown functions X ^  (a), since in 
equation (4-1?) both terms on too right hand side are proportional to (1 ^  -  2k) „ 
St m ay be said that
t (*-18 )
*b|m+ll® %(m+l) ^  " 2x)
whore T , Tm + 1 ar© eonstento.
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Expressions <4-16} are substituted la equations (4-17). The result-
log equations are then differentiated in  reaped to x and simplified to yield
«
a sot of ordinary linear equations for the unknown constants t m»
b(m+l)
<•*. an,
as *  .n f t g a . ( . .u ,
i^or* W l  ^iia+i
The Bending Moment Booultont
The moment of the strip <hte to the uniform load and the efeoaring 
force Tm may he expressed as
«bm “ » C  *  “ to  
(1)
The moment is  found by substituting expressions (4-18) into equation 
(4-10) and integrating in respect to au Hence
<1K§S, b
dx -  f L<Tbm -l + , t a H H . - 2 s » l4' n >
*bm H V * A + €  (4-22)
*W
bm
substituting the boundary traditions
m
x ® 0 Mbm “ 0
(1)
’“ H  “ bm
into equation (4-22) it  is iounti that C <= 0. Therefore
5^bdt - ¥ f r L - i  + i h«> x -  x2)
^  ^bm ~ ^brn *  ^fcm
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JKoqcc?
*  -  **> + j£  ( T ^  * t M ( x2 - L bx) (4-23)
Tlia fehoar Stress B earitaatQ ^
Tfc© total ©bear stress resultant q m « Q ^} + . Bat ® o
since the shears Tm don’t produce any vertical shear component. Therefore
^bm 'sSb m < ^ ‘ Jd <4-24)
The Normal Stress Resultant N.
The total normal stress resultant N}>yvi » ♦ N ^ . But
idoce the uolfiom Itoad does not produce any net ibrce in the ae-ttirectioa
at a given cross section. The N ^ . » . Equation <3-10) states that
** ^bm *  ^bCm-l) *  ^bm 
dx 
d N ®
- n f “  ” f C - i » - TL )(Lb - 2x>
Nte  “ < * L r l '  TL >  0 *  "  *  > *  *  C (4-36)
Cl)at s «* O and at k *  1^ » O, Theriore C » O.
N bm ” K tm -l) ' TL »  ^  ^
The ^tresr. Besalfcant N^.
From dementosy theory 
G“ a £ . t  JS&.
Si A 1
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« t CJT fe» aa bx
iii x •f t  n ^ ll.,,^KtoJ h
m :  ^bOn-M  *  Tbm> V  < m. i r  T ^ )“ia "bo
(4-2?)
(4-sa)
Sbcar fetffeas lissuJltant Mssv
J5W * J4s(y +Mb v
jo y  z  (0) — a  q
J&&
j « l » t  hS 12 m ib
<**Ay ^
K
(0)
basy
To fine) tbe element sbo’sm la  iig . 9 te considered . 
frm
7 2
X b tm l22E“ TbItt - 2  k) 6 x *  j ~ d N 7 ' d y
n . *  K.-WW. _J_
(1)
(4*29)
(4-30)
(4-31)
( i)
Eillierai^atinjg J } )  in respect to is and substituting for ^i^E? acd »
•’ d x  i s
the following equation is obtained.
j GC5£>4
I K t ^ s i B  m  w a g r e J S O ^  L f fc iii i!
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F I G .  S. M O M E N T  A R E A  OF  
CROSS- SECTI ON
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n. a.
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dNx dy
FIG. 9. VOLUME ELEMENT OF PLATE bm 
UNDER LOAD Sbm
J
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® (H j -  2 x) I i
* - S   <5W - l ) < T bn!> » “ » (4-32J
"fcl
Equation (4-32) is substituted into equation (4-31)» which is integrated in respect 
to y anti simplified.
Nbajr" <2 » o  + V  « • ' » *  V * * » b . + V
“* 4
Equations (4*33) and 4-30) are substituted into equation (4-20).
I
* W  *  I  2a,<hm -  + S j f U d h i lA s  * m-ba ) <a W
m m
t L < 4> -  s*>
+ _KK  ^ — tBym+ -  *»*») (4-34)
*h m
The normal force Ny In the direction o£ the axle shown in Fig. 6(b) is
rather am a il and there ia no need to compute it.
flotation of Plate JSC
The deflection of plate BC ia subject to tine differential equation
12
— r *  “ -  — — 3 Mbm (« 5 »
<iK t t ta v
The moment ia give/i in terms of in equation (3-23) which is sub­
stituted In equation (4-35) to yield
= ^ , 3  **> *■ %  < - 1 + *£>> <*£ -  *1,*>] ^
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I I  Integrated once in respect to k, equation (4-36) w ill yield the elope of the 
clay tie curve.
12
£ L
£bm Lo ^  .  sbm*S* hm a :h  . . + T 1»* **' —y —— .■...0»-  —~g> ’ EKpn-l) om '-g + C
Lh■ ■WflllH
(4-37)
at s  ® 2SL €» *  O. (4-38)
The boundary condition (4-38) is substituted in equation (4-37). After 
eiciplilicetloa
E k*n 24
$ 3 -T
~ (T iL  + T1 ) H>. s bsn-l bm (4-39)
The Integration constant (4-39) is substituted into equation (4-37) to obtain the 
equation of the slope of the elastic curve,.
X8 Jujj a?«wm m imrnJhrntm—mm
..  12 ...
^W ©  *
^ ^na^ m 24
- -J &
% i 4  hai i i l  .  ^  I  *  x * ) —»
_ *>j<i *» n* — to _
ffenJjfc _  fe ,(T J -8- Tl ) ^
m-1 m 12 J
)
(4-4))
(4-41)
£&&$!&& ot^M o BC
In order to Had the equation of the deflection curve of plato BC 
equation (4-30) must be tategrated twice in respect to k,
fcfotti %  aF _ **?»„,£ .c. ,t,l w  ^5-
* W ,'t >v & t3
+ Cx + D
«. '"bm + T^U/ri<^  ^ /pi i *^b n .
412 “15  y ^ C m - l)  *Um>< 22 — J
(4 -4 2 )
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so
The desleefcion 'V j^ . « C at k » O sad at x *  /ipplytiig these ooadslioas to 
aquation (4-42) it  Is found that the Integration confitonfc D » 0  and the iaiegr&itoa 
constant C is lbs smi.e as that given by equation ( 4 * 8 9 ) ,  T b s  values ol C sad 
£  {#0  substituted hack Into <4~42)» After simplifiesilca
2* ** x (4-43)
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CBAX>T£B V
A M L Y m  OF PLATE m i U m & i UMFUE2& LOAD ^
Pl&ta am shown in Pig. 10(a), is  analystcd In the same 's/ay aa plato
0re
fem. Moat o£ the resulting equations correspondingly the same as those shown £or 
plata tan whlia others mcy ahow some differences in negative and positive signs. 
For Sta reason explamttione and derivations of equatiaaB have been omitted in 
fchiaaocttom The reader may rc4!or ttoolc to [dato bm for more detaUa.
EkmdijOK Moment Due to % *.
  Tivitu
^arn * ~sam C5-1)
Shear Forces JDuo to
The reader mcy refer to oquattons (4-2) to (4-6) for more details.
Lon^fttdlaal fsfoear Stress .Lcaattons
The main equations used to develop the shear stress equations ore
31
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shown below. The reader luty rei’ar to equations <4-7) to (4-19) tor detoito.
<5-5)e,B> „  g ^am'i ;',2'
AO) G
o jb s -h ) - r r ® ^  M
*■ jsj+ I  £ in i +  A
“  V #  *  Ta a  <“- «
dx
dM am ” ~ ^ (a m -1 )+ Tam  ^ C8”®)
dx
J l)  12 M v
N««& “* *“ + ^  ym  <s*d)
^  *&
6 ^  w ^aaa....  +  ^ - -r
£  **&**!»
axm
e<°> +ew  - f w  ♦ f «  axso asm ^aa(m+l) ^Aaa^s^l)
i f C  + C  . 6u<Z
ii4mJ|ni
<S-10)
<S
ft»,7e b W
 a te ta . + _ « e ia _  _ _ J s te a _ _  (S. 1S)
m  fcWlfep»» 1W t iteH “W t  SaH 
a  * «  t i  S g »  -j to ® .r». . £j i^,«IMil )(Wl I «
dx dx , dx
® hn E hn tlm E tns ^ r.
d il;W M  d „ u Ma(m n)
<5* &s^  + „ _  _
E ■“'%** i E ‘^•1 kj»+l
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t  jj ^  A» (» i“ l )  * 4 + t 2 Tu(m + i) ^ a
n a 4*^  i&+* m>- i
$ %ro (^ i + %*b + 3 C^ s + 2»)
*%i Em+t
T 35 T * (*-« + 3 *)
* *  ■ » 1 *  (5-15)
W l ) °  r a(m+l) <La *  3x)
-.ml l fw — (T^#„ |J  <•§ I .—I— . + ..— .A— .1— i rj»l + - ■...L ..— ml
tjjj hm  ^ *m+i^ m+1 ^  ^  *
*  l ik a .  4- ISatsa&L <5_16)
ha %» *m+i ^e+l
The Bending Bomeat KesuUaat l i am
The reader msy refer to equations (4-20) to (4*23) tor details.
Siun “  » L  *  <9* 17>
am—■asy. » -  -*«•# y  . *  T ) (5-15)<3x 2 ofm -l) *am ' * '
(1)
 2*5 a _ , » + T '  ) (L  +2?r ) (5-18)dx 2 Ji(jn-1) srnr '  a ' '  f
m £> « -  1k + T j ) (L x + x2> + C (3-20)am a '  a(m -l) am a
(1)Tiie moment M ^  ® O at x *» 0 and at x « -L^. lienee C » O
«* -  + y 1 ) (l
am 2 a (m -l) am s
•?
x *  x*')
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The Shear Stress Besuifcans SJtt
The reader may refer to equation <4-24) for ueUuitt*
(S)
^sia *  ^«n  *  ^am. (5-?.S)
4 ° ^  -  -  8m ( La + x) <5-24)
(1)
-  O (5-25)
^aitt Cl “ + ^  (6-20)
The Normal Stress Baeultimi 
The reader may refer to equations <4-2® to (4-26) for explanations.
(0) (l)
Nam °  Nam +  Nam (6-2?)
N *^  » O (6-28)
(1)
d i t '  A .
S F *  *  f r a(m -l) '  TL ) (La * 2 < 5 -^
S2>  *  <S‘ (m -J) -  TL >  ^  * + «8> + c  «*■*»
,<«
mu ~ .............   'a ’Tbs stress N,._ **. Q at x *» 6 and at s *  - i. „ .  Tiusrefore, C » 0 .
M«m " *r a(iji“D * Tam* ^*a x + a 2) (6 -a i)
The Stress liosultant
The reader may re fer to equations (4-2?) to (4-28) fo r esplaoafciofta.
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asm
£m
SL a^oa
2
<ta s5* jr )
^aaa» “ Sn ^axm
(6-32)
(5-33)
Naxm i f  Tam + 1 2 »  ^ - D ^ L *
* L
(5-34)
sfooar stress Beealtcafc N^ami
The reader map refer to equations (4-20) to (4-34) tor explanations.
(5-35)
M
(0) (1)N »W +K  aym asym aaym
d M
Naxym * Z ™  t ^am  *to
am
<£
»■.w-axym
N.0 )axym
1m
2
(6-36)
(5-37)
(5-38)
dx *  T l  (i* +  2 x ) d s  + <ftr (5-33)-  '-am m am a /  asm
M(!)asm
m
^am + X3 y ^ ,
3h,m
"a + 2s
(8-40)
h'm
asm (Ta(m -l) -  r|m > *  * T l i’am) y ds
(5-41)
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11) Tam *La *  2
Hasyin a 4 ^  *2 y*n *  *W  * ^xo ** *W
T * ^  (i- +2x)
♦ -------<2yffi - V < 0 ya^ V  < ^ >
3 SjN
4 h2l_.m
C 2 yjjj+ hm) (6 Jfjjj *■ hj^ )
 i ^ y m V ^ + V
dotation of Plato BC
The reader may refer to equations <4-35) to (4-41) for esplanations.
(5-44)_ .T ,12
H a C  “
.2.d » _ _  12aaa _ •***
dx2 & W 4  L 2
-® ®  (L s + ^ «  -S . (t \  + T1 ) (L x + x2)2 *  2 also-D am' a ' (5-45)
d vam = . -
   '* Vr axu'i
to  tH o f fc
-W  / V f  + xi  )<V‘ *
O 1 2 <5 j sjb rf r,u /  •' - • ■ ’
+ C
(3-46)
Gfc K « "g" e =0
c = X Sm La + hJ V l )  + Tam) La <5-4fl
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o&
&
a
2
x2\  
T 7  “ ( f 1 ,  « + ? *  f r * — + J*3 )2 aim "!) a m 'r ~  ^  L
2E
Saa L
S.. 2-f ♦ k (T * -♦ ) I,32a o at *(m -l) am % (5-48)
=  J U L
a M * * * a(m -l) am 6 (5-49)
^Si§SfiS!LoiXiS««Be
T l»  retu&r may refer to equations (4 4 $ ) to (4*42) for explanations*
2E tm i F ~ r Si“ (*  * *■ ****> ■  -
* * )]( 2 ^ *  + l^ | +C # + C ( 5-3C) 
A* x«o and at x  »-La r ft<tBrt » O* Hence D » O and C has the same value 
as fiiacwn In equations (3-10).
V ** •va>a» - * — —  a *4 *
2 E4m *>m L
aLax -  l*a x )(S ^  * kjts^^a(m -i) *  ^ a® /^
(S-51)
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FIG. 12. STRIP E L E L E M E N T  OF E  am 
UNDER UNIFORM LOAD Sam
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CJiAPTEB VI
ANALYSIS O f PLATE baa SUBJECTED TO A UNIT MOMENT AT B
B$adi»g Moment Due to M *k.  __ ____  ora
A unit moment is  applied at the Bern* ot plate m , span BC»
as shown in Fig, £3 (a). The bending moment in the plate
10) r
Mdm " “ 1 *  ^  <f>1>
Where the subscript d In M ^ r is used to distinguish this moment irom 
i&ir /air
and which w ill be introduced later. The (super script r  indicates 
the plate to which the unit moment is applied.
Shearing Forces Due to M *m
<j°> m - i m■'Him ' . ; -y , l-  (6-2)
X Xf'
feince, as mentloned in  Chapter IV, bn1 is much smaller than Lj>»
the bending stress and the shear stress X  may bo found irom
elementary beam theory, and so may their products with tm.
. ,,(G )r
N(0)r „ -w o * * a Ig W . Ay 
djQrm ha dx 1ST
+ V ( lP - y d ] i»* am’ " i-"mi “ \ -m ta?4dxym  ------------- — — ------  r------------------------  ' "}
Tg *323
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FIG. PLA;  E iJi~j VVJ i H 
UNIT M O M E N T AT 3
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4 3
( J L  ; (C-4)
dsym u3 \  4 
m
Aisc ifco stress
/ ,r  .  <a.6)dxm 75 'u
m
At the lower «3ge of the piste (yfflc 4- ^ ) th: sormal force
C&>
Mdaan P**0*^ *33 strain
(o) (o)
^  -  iiJ S ffi (6-6)
0X413 ^  *  *mfc&
said the strain at the upper edge frm+1 •  -^jg+l) of the adjacent atrip is
m _ (
dx(m+I) v t .sT (6-7)
" Hn+i“jn+i
^ince the strips are connected to each other* these strains ought to he equal.
By making the strains equal the two strips w ill eascert forces upon each other.
rThese additional forces are shearing forces acting on the plane o£ both
strips. Theue forces are shown in  Fig. 14 acting in  a positive direction in
accordance with the sign convention fo r N (Fig. 6 b)»
From Fig, 14 it  ie seen that the moment caused (by the longitudinal
shears is  balanced by the moment caused by die vertica l shears. Hence die
( l) rmoment M =»C. Since the unit moment is  applied only at one plate* say
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(a)
m
in
V
( b )
FIG. 14. LONGITUDINAL SHEAR ON (Earn 
WITH UNIT MOMENT AT END B
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FIG. 15. LONGITUDINAL SHEAR ON IE. am 
WITH UNIT MOMENT AT END 3
i'
I
\
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thec& 4 <m +l) Fr° m F'9 14
J M
CIS
$ m  T , (3-8)*04115-1) dm '  '
Vcls *  + T n  5m. d * r d K ^  + T .  ^3.  cix d(rn-l) g *■ cm  dm 2
1 “ v * . -  - f d c ^ - a  *  w  <1K«fa
= %  f f  , *  T ,. ,>) dx -  !k (T «  ... + T , )tixu  dt» 2  d m  d ( m - l r  I p  d < m - l )  elm
dM * * 0  <6-i»dm
The Shearing forces Tdm mmt be known in terms of x  before equation (6- 0} can 
be integrated.
m
The shearing totem, T .^  produce die force £rcm which die
normal force
1»
M
V
sivi the edge strain
w«»
fW  « ~$sa—  46-xi)
than K Ssah^
The strains between the two strips m and m * I  are made- equal by 
mo following relation*
£<°> + £<*> e £<°> + £<1) (6-12) 
dxm dsm dxm-Kl dsm *l
Vrfcer© in goes from  1 to K. A fter having substituted ospreasloas fo r tlia  6 ’ 3  
the felfovvisg sot of equations is  obtained.
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\M (*)r
£  ^ m -2)
* * *
E W A a - l
Nw *  6
— * **- S s s l
£  *’m -i^ « 3-" l
m
6 ^dm
4%
£  W V r
2
E i  hm m
*  * & K - ..
E t hm xo.
( i)r
^rim
E W b
(i)r  
S fe i).
>
K
N<l)r K(&)r
_sBEm±il  • • _s*i*s£2l___
£ *<m*l)h m+1 £ t^-^kna+fc
(6-13)
A set o£ equations (6*13) must be written lor every plate from K « 
to K ~ 1 where a unit moment may he applied.
Equations <0*13$ are differentiated is  respect to s.
d **d(L-3) d N(i>
dx dx
E S n -A i-a
Jib;
(y)
6 d ^dm
dr; 1 da
L V i V - l E tin 4
8 dM?tmi
^  t& ___ _j_
d dmaw*»i»4W ■«»—>
^ _tin __ I 
in
'
l&
r~
I 
F 
i 
F
! 
!
* * * * & s *m E W l h jb+1
> <a*K>
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„ (I)
I f f e l )
cb;
W i > * W l)
dN CD
<j»
From equations <6-1), <6-a)» (6-9) and (S-14)
(0-14)
/
I f c S L l? t e 2 )
E km-2 hm-S 
rd(a;H2)~ ^tifcn-l)
E V - D E *m \ i
—  *  Ig fa z to z l& L  » 2 o M z 3 ite s i
> (6-1S)
“ Sa^jn E W *-l
yd(m) ** ^<10a*l) _  ^<j(m+l) " ^ci{ra*2)
E 4m+i ^av*i E %m+2 hm+2
Equations (6-16) gitfe the distribution of eheoro t ^ t thtXHighout the structure 
me to a unit moment applied &i the end B oi plate as in span BC. .similar sots 
of equations result when the unit moment is  applied at different plates, lienee 
K~1 ©ofcs of equations (G-13) may be written for a jmrttculer folded plate structure.
O/LfrIt  may bs seen from equations (6-15) ihat the absolute to m
\  c- ?-#i-lo v» .> tiU-i- £il
is  ii'clvncvAivai i.4 :■,. H ttico  the shear ©trees Tt o  are aIso independent of x  
and are constant QuiuiUiies.
The Bering Moment Hcssaltant M .
   ZL_~  „_______
The beading measeac roeultaat oi strips a  - 2* jxi- 1, m , ——— ia
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opeo BC due to a unit moment applied at plate vna may bo eapreseed as
Md(m-1) 88 + dfca~l)
* £  « M(#>r *  * " ■dm dm
^d(m+J) * M<°>r ♦ M(i)r  wd|m+i)
> (6-16)
Sixtee ifce te rn s  on the righ t band side of equation (6-16) are a ll equal to aero 
tor t t »  uvalioou <0-i9) may be reduced to
JL ” i ! £ r
(6-17)
where ram . Hence
M j « - I  + sdm £ f"
(6-13)
Shea r Hesultant
The total shears stress resultant
Ca. » dm ^dm (6-19)
But « O since the vortica l shears cancel each other. Hence, substituting
equation (6-2) into equation (6-10)
*  Lam Mb
(6- 20)
where r  *» m»
The Korsaal Stress SiojsUtaat * 'dm
The octal normal stress resultant
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5 0
a  +«**>dm dm da» (6-2£}
(0)
Bui °  C since the applied unit moment of B does not produce any net force
in the x~di ruction at a gltwm cxom section. Equation (6-22) is differentiated.
,(W
(6- 22)
d M. d N \dm _ dm
dx ex
Equation (6-8) ie subB&ituted into equation (S~22) cud the result is  integrated.
ux (6-23)
Nd«s “* ^dfcro-J) ~ 1dm) x *  C
At x » Bjj N ia -O flr ig . 28).
^  *  " ^dCna-2) *’ AdcP 
*5dm “ f*d(m - i)  “ ^ (6-24)
The set of equations tor the normal a tress resultant ate 
to & unit moment applied at plate r  23 in is the following.
\
Ndim-1) “ <Td(m -2) " Td(ni-I? (X~Lb}
Hora
r
>(6 -25 )
^d<Ja+3l *" ^drn ~ i d(m +l)} ^  * Lb*
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A set oi such equations may to written lor the unit moment applied at each 
different plate from plate K. » 1 to K.» 1.
The Stress Resultant Hdx
From elementary theory 
* - « • *  * ¥
°d »m “ ^  + S aiffi& g
““  W >» & * * * &
C V « ^dfcn-1) *  ^ *2 y»i . .cixm  ~ -------- ~  — ;p -( -1 + x_ )
hxfim 'to
(6-28)
(8-27)
N 0" . td(xm) m
Hence we may write the set of equations for the stress resultant N* due tochon
a unit moment applied at plate ro in spaa BC.
s ‘ r )  . ,  f f | U  '  -  V
di(m>l) {,m
„ ( r )  (T <r* -  T<r h  i , . *  i  12y
r im- ~ J U ^ - I L  . .  _ V  + ^ i  r  *■
* • 3
V ’ m
K
d;-i(m+t) hto ' ‘ dm *** ~fai“  « “ ?in  ) (x -  -L .)
N
> (6-28)
A total number o£ K -l of such sets may bo written as the unit moment is  trans­
ferred from plate to  p la te .
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Shear Stress Eesultaat
!C « .. *  N‘« ^ a  *  < » -» )
N®( r )  = T < 0 )r  t  = ,6 ^ 0 ,axym dm m —
*a» *  12 *s» *m <6-31)
q =Ay *  ^  <h^ -  4y2m) ( 6- 32)
a M(0 )r
dm 1J9Sex Lb
^  ^  “  T^ 2 d * d M S m  d y  <(W35)
-^ *w
(6-33)
Equations <6-31) to <6-33) are substituted into equation <6-30)
NS ta  “ i  (6-34)
&&
fig . 16 in anaiyeed next to determine N ^ y m .
Btt& * « *  .  J $ L  + i i f i L a i
dxm kjta bm <G-36)
Equations <6-3) and (6-3) are substituted in equation <6-36).
N‘<ta> '  4 !T « m -»  -  TL >  <a- 37>
Equation <6-37) is differentiated in respect to se and then substituted in equation 
(6-35). Tbe to m  tix is common and is  therefore dropped.
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dl\Ldx
FIG. 16. VOLUME ELEM ENT OF 12. b 
WITH UNIT MOMENT AT END B
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Xi )V » XWr t « TW  - X  (T(r} - T ( r ) )(y -  5 ^ )  ($-39)
uxym dm 011 dm b d<m~l) dm m *2XU "
Equations (6-34) and (6-36) are substituted in equation (6-26) to give the following 
set of equations N
N^ r * » r*r> -  IT ^  -  llv  -  *Va-T»
cky(m-l) d(m -l) * W l ' d(m-2) d(m -l) m-1 T
* T<r) -  (T<r) -  T*r* )(y - lk  )
dsqrm *  ^  ^  dm “xb d(m -l) tin, m *
s  a „ yCf) \/y  .  5 g ili v
dxy(m*l) d(m+l) "m*-! dm d(m+l) m+1 2
The set of equations (6-46) determine the distribution of the shear stress 
resultant throughout the structure due to a unit moment applied at cad B
of plate n; in span BC. A total number of K -i sets 0$ such equations may bo 
written as the unit moment is moved from plate K » l  to plate* K -  l .
Botodon and
The deflection o f plate bm is subject to the difioreaiinl equation 
2 (r)
~ ~ ~ P  *  :“ s~ (6-41)OK" g.* fc*»
Equation (6-18) Is substituted into equation (6-41)
\
cl' 12,* vir>
5*89 =   ^  ^ JL. j
ClK“
k  (6-42)
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I  £ Integrat'd once in respect to x9 aquation (6-42) w ill yield the slope of the 
elastic curve of plate m in span BC duo to a unit moment applied at r  « m.
, Ws iv , j i
-T ® 6- 11 c = >*». ( x + —  ) +C (6-43)
cte Q‘im Siitn,!^ 2 Lb f
l i  equation (6*42) is Integrated twice in respect to &, then the equation of the 
elastic curve la obtained.
V*2 **  -----•**—( “ + ) *  Cv + b (6*44)
* “  2  6 V  *  ‘
if)The deflection v *^  a C f l U * 0  and at x ~ Those conditions are substituted 
in equation (6*44) to find
I> » O (6-45)
C  -  „ i ? 3i _  («-40)
equation (6-46) is substituted in equation (6-43) to find the rotation of plate m. 
= < -  a + J E L ) *  __ -----------  (6-47)
“  ■ *  W &  2 1^ E
(r) 4
' *   ti-----  (C '4v>dte°o)m • ■ *  h
Equations (6 -45) and(6 46) aro ciubstteuted in equation (6-43) to yield the oquniion 
of the deflection curve
v<r> „ — 4 .—  iJzL _ .u L  -L . h a x}  <d 45)
^  GLb s +  *
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CBAPTkl* ViX
ANALYSIS 02? PLAT): a m SUBJECT TO UNIT MOMENT 
APPLIED AT E l®  B
Plate a m (Fig. 17) i3  analyzed In the same way as plate bm in 
Chapter VI* Most of the equations in  this chapter are tee tame as those appear­
ing in Chapter VI* The only differences may be in signs. Tor this reason 
explanations have been omitted in tide section. The reader may refer bade 
to Chapter VI for more details.
BaiadSqff &te,po,et»Jj>4e to Unit .Moment Applied qt Bf
• C  « - »
Shearing Forces Bue to M *
.________________   om
(^)i' i£.) zl m ■ !L«ive&i juft
<0)r <7~2>N 0»r  (0 )rt  .  <  ,4y
csym cm m t&T l^T
.  •-cm< hf  ~ ym-> - >!»>]
~?r V . % i
N cxy«i £»
-impiUyiog <7-3)
csyra ^
sr* bo
{0 )r
h°3»
(7-3)
* » '  .  £ S m  ( 1 - 4 ,  (7-4,
CJSOTJl h-> ' 4 fca '
(7-5)
S6
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(b)
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(c)
7777}\
FIG. 17 PLATE am WITH 
UNIT MOMENT AT B
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Losgitiidliial bfcear L4reas Equation!*
&i y m *> -  3 | l
£ <9)r -  =  JLV&fL. p -6 )
cam ttlB  n » 4
at y . ,  » —
£ — r/-7 )
GX&i+l .2
k % n+l*W *l
Saco tho uisii moment is applied only at one plate, any at r » m, dien
M^ r  “ Ml° /r  ®°*c(m*D e(m -l)
From Fig. 18
d * C  “ ^c lm -D  *  V  ¥  * “ * *  
a “Im "  -  ¥  *  Tom> <* " ¥ ‘W l )  *  Tcm>
<3MW r = 0  
cm
d l ^ T
*  Tcan l7‘ 0>
u m
« (D r *  3acs- (7-10)cxm j,,30e
(D r
( l)r  ^ _gom..
exm  I,
Tiio equation o£ com s ta b ility  is
£ (°> * f ( D  *  £<P) -A l)  
cam  ^  c x b i v cxCnvS) <?x(m+i)
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6,9
from which
<Ur
cfcn-3)
h
tt )r
c(m~U
E *m-2 m*»2 E
0 Mmcm tt
(l)r
cm
N<1 >rm N.
< l)r
na+1
J D r
*m + l
E W b
ttlr
E *m+l ^ m+1
NMt?JL
*' W l^ + l  E tm+2llm^2
>  (7-1S)
The shears are substituted ia  (ha differentiated form of equations (7-13),
N
-  T r  ♦  T r  c(aa~3) c(m»2)
E W -S % i-2
« j f  «|* j f
o{m~2) c(m~l) 
E tm-1 V - l
*  l /h & -  X
-  i / i 'a
£‘ S^a^ tEl 
" ^cm
cfro-1) cm
E *h»
* ^am +
E Sn+i
« 'V -s. t«• r 4 ,C(gvU?
iv t,teH  am+t
Lofea»3l) *  je<m-2>
i:‘ Va+ii
> <7-14)
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FIG. IS. STRIP ELEMENT OF FL am 
WITH UNIT MOM E N T  AT S
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The BeatUag Memeat M;fr)cm
N
0 M ^ r + M ^ rc(m -l)
Mr » M*0 ,rcm czti cm
MP , - j i» ♦ M<*>rc(m+l) c(m+l)
> i5>
J r )M .  MW rcm cm
MWcm
’ 63 ^ K
I *
The Shear Besultant ..
-  — ................  i  cm ■
l - J  Tr  )x  + C'  c |m - l)  ■• cm  9
(7-10)
C7-17)
+ < C  < M »
« £ ?  -  - - i -  {7- 1©cm
The Nom ai Stress Besait&at
H «  = »«»>r  * if" *1' p -as,cm cm * cm 41 £ *
d  N r  a  ti N ^ rcm cm (?-»2i)
dS. <iX
ci s  ~ T r  +  T p
, ffiSL c |m -I)  cm
dx
«!»«.$ 4-
cm
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Afc It t» «• Li N » 0  ^ ‘  cm
c < - Tc V x ) " T= m i< ” Lu>
Nr , „  » ( - X r , „ * T r , „ J < * -  i- )e{m-2) c(aii~3) e(m-2) a
® | - T r  + T r  I t x - L  )c(m+l) '  em c ( p w '  V
The stress Hesultanfc K.!&
> <7-22)
,  JSsgL
03013 & * m b £
<7-23>
«>an * "* Yc{ra~i) *  *c m ^  “ Si* + ^  ym , _ ^
S i Su S tS'l Ss
Nr  = ( f  V «
esaa a m  aa
(7 -24)
(7-35)
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{  & ---------m
I (7-26)
fcftsar stress Xtesuleons N *\,„
—    ___
/
Nj?caysn -  K(°,r  *  K<1, roayta (7-27)
N(G)r *  x ^ r  t *cm m
dM (0 )rc
S i
*xn
(7-28)
I_  « m i f  ‘m u;
3
m
Q = Ay = *£_ (b^ -  4 y ^ )0 03 IB (7-29)
* * c
ex (7-30)
N(0 )r .  -CKym
2 *> 
3... "^ym )*J >!■ ■> .iaim*»i^ i iy—
‘V S
(7-31)
U )r
cm xaZ ' w  t _ d * = T ,t d% + r ^  dN(l)r  dycm cam
ym
(7-32)
N<1)r .  4 | r  ♦ 12 » c r  ir„
P )r
citrn
U;<«*■ 1
bi3‘ixt
CXB?
Tff ) (7-33)
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"C t *» r *  +
©at m cm
« « 
exym
1  < - T r  )<Jsr
°Ei c(m -l) cm
47- 34)
r : (1)r t
cm m
r* -  X
‘cm ‘ - T0V y * T= > . » - 4?-35)
N
ft** *> T -  «r®-~ ( -  Tr  ♦ Tr  i#» -  ^ iu -l
e>cf(m-i) c(ib-1) *»m -i  e(m-2) c(m -l) aa-1 2
wrcxym
3 2
K
L hn.a Hi
mJP
c(m+l) * X * ~  ( -  Ty T
i»r
n n i cm c{ra+l) wm+l 2
- y
^otateop &>id keflectioo os Plate am
£ t  b3 am m
dv*m 12 *2
“ J p - * 4 . % - T 5  < - * -  — 4 ♦ C <?-*»I. IL , X i* .^  ft; a
'  T f i r ‘ - T - -  - f t  >+ c * + *  * • « *m m  a
at x = o0 vejl, « i;. Tfaamoro 3i ~ 0 |7-40)
aS x » -  I<a* V02a *> Oo Hccce 47-41)
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c «= Ah .a
„  JS ,
®  an 2 L
)  -
4 L SL
a E
afcx «o
&e « -  4 ^
E t  m
1 12y  *  B — r r —...
cm E L , I l .Tn tk
I  .  _ Jl L i _  iA a *■ .1 3- /
* • "  W * i a
1  ....*v *  -  . .s p -*
cs*  ' cm cm
xs
Q5
(7-42)
(7-43)
(7-44)
(7-45)
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C fiA PTtfi VUl
PLATE m OF SPAN ABC IS A2A££ C&2U31NUOUB
l^ uoUon <3-1) states
Mom *
^cm ~ '^cte
<>D
Now
fe -  % as *‘_ .f.ka___
°  11 » t t  k >warms
4
“  " T 3
<S-1)
ea . %  .  . A _  * - •
StS iBtD
+ ------ i _ .
2 £ W i^aa
Equations (8-1) and (8-2) are substituted In equation <3-1) and the redundant 
moment Is  found.
M© m *~  ? 3B L l3g U  
^cm ~ %ca
•>$•* ~ 0* tacs^ a  * *ar^  ^ a l« .i.s a£l-.« asn
4 Ea ’j) JUi*
fearri ^ axii i - *ian ^ bas
~ & W t %s
O  ^ 3. - °
f  bra H j.
‘iU (8-3)
4 L,% , + L
^ him l*am ~ *bm b^«a
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Slacc Its the deflection duo to one unit moment applied at B, then 
vdm v dm <S-4)
«. .. »» 12 # * 3 * 2 L»*x
* *  * "  <»-s>
Similarly 
V =•’ M 12 Lt 3L
cm '*>» ^ £ami*tm ( ~ " V  + " lP  ^
The deflection of the continuous plate m for x larger thm. zero would consist
o f the sum of v ^  and v ^ .  While lo r x sm aller than aero the deflection would
consist of the sum of v and v  . Henceam cm
torK>o V wvbm + v dm
V“  "  " ^ W L  '  2 ^  * ‘n  ^  * ,‘ V  ^ < Ti W  Tto>>]
+ M0 8 ~  ( —  -  —  ♦ i b i  ) (8-7)
U t e W  eLb 2 a
fo r k <  o v -  v + vm am cm
V ~  i ---------m 3
2 £ t h am ana
S4 *  2 La * 3 -  L3 ^  < r ^ _ s) ♦ 1 ^ . )  >]
.3
+ ^ona ( ——  + —  +  *$ £ - ) (g„g)
K W « L  S1-a 2 3
Sim ilarly stress equations could be written fo r the continuous plate m» 
These equations would be loo complicated aa it  is  seen is  the delleetsc-n curve
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apa&ons above. For computation it is easier to solve the equations lor the 
aimply supported pistes aad then regroup the numerical answers, Hence it Is 
uanocessaiy to give the stress equations for the conbmoys plates in tills chapter.
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CHAPTEHIX
JOINT DISPLACEMENTS
The membrane theory outlined in the previous chapters is rather 
imperfect. Hence, a bending theory Is outlined in the following pages in order 
to get a snore realistic stress analysis.
The procedure used is identical with the usual analysis of statically 
Indeterminate structures. The rigid connections of the plate strips are replaced 
by piano hinges which can transmit the shear 1 ^ , but which cannot transmit 
plate bending moments My from one strip to the next. These moments are 
Inter chosen an the rcckntianl quantifies. The resulting hinged eystem is 
statically wvteterminate because of the edge shears. The superscript (0) is 
going to be used to ImScate the load action in the piano hinged system.
Fig. 29 shows a cross section fx = constant) of the structure with 
plate strips m « 2, m, m *  1. These plates are considered to be connected to 
each other by hinges; a study of their deformation is made. The deflection 
curve equations for these plates have been developed in Chapters XV to VE 
for simply supported plates and In Chapter VH2 for continuous plates.
The corner tn in Fig. 19 Is at the same time a point of two strips. 
According to plate m point m has to undergo the eiiaplaeeciaai vx  while the 
strip aa + I  requires that the aamo point have displacement v m +j.  To aati sfy
69
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mboth requirements arbitrary <tf«piacemeate normal to c&eh plate strip sure added 
at point so. These normal displacements ore Justified only 12 the eroBs section 
m aoiaa straight end the platen arc thin nod long enough not to offer any sub­
stantial resistance to leB@thwfs« beading and twisting, Hence we add to 
the normal Gleplaeeaieat w i* at the corner m gad the displacement w ’ at the
m m -l
©oraor m -1. sim ilarly Co v m+A we add the normal displacement at corner 
m and at point m +l. 
By simple trigonometry we find the following relations:
wjk «dn V » v  - v co© y  ,*& m ta+i m m
«9-i)
w sin y M *  v ; , cos y  -  v . m m m +l m m
The fesuOag moments Mx and are small enough to he neglected. On the 
etfes1 hand, the beading moment My is rather large and it  most be solved,
t* •
Because of the displacements wm.^  and w m of its  ends, the straight 
line m -1, m rotates dockwtB© by the angle
I H
® m " wra - wm -l    . <9-i'>
SI
tmo the- lino m, m £ l rotates by a sim ilar asgic Oavi.. „ Tiio cMere&eo o£ the 
two ac&les and ia sha Esjgle^^. Hence
^  m *  ’ e m ° 51 -  f9- 3>
* W l V
I **Im itation <9-1) may bo used to express w , w in  tom s of the deflection v of 
She continuous plate, Then citations <3-7) and <S-tt) amy be used to espreao
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Pr,
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FIG. 20 . REDUNDANT MOMENT Mf
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v la terms of the loads S and the edge shears T that go with them ia the hinged 
structure. We shall desSg&ato the ensuing deformation in etjs. fu-7), (S-8)f
tfoos ot the principal system under the gforsn lead.
la Use actual siirac&ire the strips are aoi objected by plaoo Mages 
but i.xo eo Sxsd that a relative rotation cannot £$fc© place. It  is prevented 
by bG&fifct£ moments, which deform the straight cross sessions shown So Ffg. IS 
feto geotto curve*? whoso tangent meet at the same angles y  as do the scrips 
In the aaatroeaed Btructu^e.
The moment My traaamlUed across the edge m ■- r  from the ntrip r  
to she strip ck*o*a<id by M and St depends or;«.
w© jsow have to study the iaternsl force system set up fey applying 
the aaomeut M *» I  as aa external unit load to the hinged fiystecs. The 
moment shown iu Fig. 20(a) ia replaced by the two loads ta Figs. 20 b,o. The 
forces and moments shown i n  J% , 20(b) are ic local eqidliforiuas.
The forces Its Fig. 20<e) are a llie d  as loads to the entire structure. 
Taking moments about r
Thqy are the deiom
., &  COB 6? J » 1 .s. r  r (9-4)
(9-9)
Uotioe
Pr - l  hp cos </ (9-e)
■+a * :— —r -
2-v.l Ct>1'i' S ’
(9--7>
X.
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pr-l
O /
r-i r - l
(a )
A.
( b )
F i 6. 2 j . R E D U N D A N T  M07v1 HiviT R E S O L V E D  
I N T O  FO RCES AC7i.\'G I A! PLAwES CF PLATE'S-
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Tlio verilcal load £• oa& be resolved into loads S acdag to if r®  pianos ©i’ cho 
Goxm®GO0ta& piste eirig?©. From Fig. 21(a)
«iCP> = is «©3'**»jj* » as *. £• ,1t.,.
r-1  y -l a te y ^
„(*> 1
*  -  T ^ T ”T   <M>»-» ly  sto
s * »  B _ P ato<*r_a 
r  ^  -la  y ^ j
(&-&)
Toe superscript (r) indicafoa toe edge wbeeo theiiiosnonC Ut  » iia  applfcgi,, 
From Fig. Sips) wo obtain tbs following;
M ”
 % _____ =  S tiL tZ e s L
aia (9 ^ -8 ^ j)  sin y^
S f  « ( 1 o»K')*• 2> A »v*. 6|ia y  ^
The ojspreMiuua for ly ^  and iy^j, am  substituted info equation (9-10). A lter 
aimptoitoation
M r  .  .  * “ ?«*».______  • i
*V aia y r , ato yr
- <r) „. ,-fe )1 , c(y)*' x,.v
"r r  s* * *
l.quaUons (9-0) and (8 - li)  are so&sii toted into (9-12).
( jj
kV'r *  :— ^T ~77  *  r  — -  ( S 2 1 & 1  *  ££&#£& > (9-is>V i a3n^  ^ y , „ x ©to yP '  % 9
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Fig:. 21|fe> in used agsla ie solve & r 
j v n
~ IX iL . ... o *>.-l * .  v+i
Sift (y0° '■' vi'o"^  Bill ^ y
■M  *  -  I  A -— - . *  _  I  _  ,  <*» #2
' r * l  1 hr  '
,,|rV' ~ 1   cos (4r
53 IV  as* y y “ ^ ,+ i cos t&u f j  {Q~m
ftm si i% *
^  _ J^g + l___
sin (90° + $y+2  ^ sin
f c t t lfs«v>w „ r—   —  ® £ lfe S L .r f 'l *r+ l ^ jt+a / jh-i
Coxabiolieg eqnattaas aeo. ^ >XS)
^ r) w _ _ J —   ^  JL-------------- cos^y + cob v V 2  4 w l f .
V l  * r  »*« y? V l 008 < V l ®l« y r «& y ^ i
Agsaisi xT<jm
=<r> P 
_ £ &   - r 1*
step e0- ^ )  \  sin yr? I
*£?., "   ^ *17)^  ain y ^ j
Tfes r&sofcreci loads S ^ * S ^ ia g  cs the plane ci
thdr respective plate strips ar© She result o! the force s^ rssem sbcnvn i» Fig. 2 
Tnqy jaagr be suaaxparSUaeri in fee following way.
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7 7
S<r>
r - l fap 
1
hr * i m  y r
h ma yr r
i  . . ,, ,, J COS +  oos j f e l )
iysoetfp einy ^  sUi y y
+ f i w g x a L )
*> (0-18)
str)
V*2 sic y r+1
Equations (9-18) are substituted into aviation (4-19), which w ill then 
yield the sot of edge shears T a lb o t goes with she unit load ~ 1 whets section 
BC is  considered simply supported. Hence
4 i f f *  + 2 3 l j f)1 + 4 i f f *  s jf>
V l *V-i t h r  t
2 2 t h t h r-1 r-1 r  r
(r)l
4Ty + 2 T ^ \
tyby
2 <Ti(r)X
 ^ * r » l t  f W l  ra»W»i(ini'Pi«i — w'»» J© <*•
3S<« 8 S R
W * V i V V W W
2 'i* *  +r*2 r+t - y*2. .....a m
* r  ♦ 2 Kiir+2
— '*rv)
S. p-13)
*r+ l hy*4
a + g w (r)l  ^ + 4  j ( f l i  s
r» 2  r» l _ r*3_____r+2t = _ g+s
V+2 V*-;) fcr+3br^3
TCr) is  the shear caused along different edges (hie to the unit moment My 
applied at edge r#
'She loads and the shears must now be kitrodtsced into 
equations (4-51) and (4-52) in  order to find the set ai assies aa^
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the as£ of ticjilecaons v
At this point adjustments ibr contteuaiy must be made. Us© equations 
(6-47) and (6-48) to tint! the rotations 60x5 deflections
due to a wait moment To w»^e equation (3-1) is used as
follows
Mfr) *  S & jte l^ S a a lH L . ^ .20 )
o(K*o)m Oc<Jta5o)m °d(»»o)m 
ft*)Now too deflections of too continuous plate m supported at A0 B, C esa
bo calculated by using equations (8-7) sod (8-8)* With those values of v ^  andm
equations (8 -i), (8-2), (8-3) wo Had the angles ty  which the stripe
rotate with respect to each, other in the hinges due to a unit moment M -  i  
applied at edge r . A ll t e  computations must bo made separately tor every 
r  £rem r  « 1 to r  -  k-1.
yA?)
m
foreOB shown in Fig. 20(e). The forces and moments of Fig. 20(b) cause 
additional movements in too hinges. Since this load is In local equilibrium it  
only causes bendifig of the strips r  and r * l,  leading to the rotations of toe end 
tangent© ri.tcw» In Fig, 22, Instead of first w riting too rotations caused by &
at different hinges and toon acchng too effects of different such mcmesjts on toe
1rotation at the hi me m„ we may at one© writ© the angle vv => w * w” caused^  m as K3
by toe action of moments Uence, from a well known beam
tom uta we can write
The angle r  represents ©nfcr the deformation pertaining to toesen
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Where Km is the beoftiag sttfiiiesa of the m tb strip &ad is  calculated from &o 
aenta&osx
3
K a £ i£ L -' <8'£2>
as 13(1-/Ji
Nc/w we may collect a ll the contributions to the relative rotation 
taking place at the hinge m. The given loads yield th© value obtained
03
ivom. e la tio n  (9-3) In the way already described, The saajmeot Mr  at any
arbitrary hinge r  mokes of contribution }t?  M , and we have to write the aimsm r
of a ll these contributions from r = * lt o r ~ & - l .  Lastly, there is the con­
tribution Wg, of equation (9*21). The sum of a ll these is the relative rotation of 
the strips m and (ra+3) in the hinge m, and since there is  no hinge in the actual
structure, the rotation must equal aero.
K -l . (r) tj, - k h^  ^ }° U * -JP— M + ) U
r» l m r  ® ®ia xa-l 3 **j£ 05
♦ hJ®23L M _ + ^  * 0  (9-23)
6K  ® +1 am+1
There arc (E -l) such equations fox' the edges m »1, 2 — (K-l ) ,  and those 
are Jstsfc enough linear equations fo r the (K -l) unknown mosasnts M . V-. hen 
these equations havo been solved, we may easily retrace out steps and calculate 
a ll the stress resultants and displacements we desire.
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a n a ly t ic a l s o lu tio n  o r  e x p e b im e n t a  l  p m s m
la  this chapter a plate structure (Fig. 23) 24 foot long and supported 
at dlngphr&me A, &, C (Fig. 24) la analyzed for stresses and maximum deflec­
tions when the structure is subjected to a uniform load of 100 lb /ft applied at 
the upper edges b and c.
We consider the structure to be out at the middle support thus coa­
st sting of two simply supported structures symmetrical about point B. Section 
BC is  firs t analysed, The vertical loads are resolved into components acting m  
She planes of the plate strips (Fig. 2S). The longitudinal shears are calculated 
by subc&tottng numerical values into equation (4-13). A lter simplification the
m Pm w ft &m <*>a©L.at sl°yaau -m S"ai S«= J»' . m *a m-1
a 0 m 00 0 .660 0 0 0
bfe 100 330 30 .806 .900 -200 +173.2 -200
c 100 360 20 1.00 .500 -173.8 +200 0
d 0 30 60 .@66 .866 0 © ->'2100
e
'■« J
0 30 mmm 0 — 6 0 0
TABLE 1U-1
81
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four Bissaltaneoua shear equations are
32.02 + 3.63 » -1727.4
S.5S T jj + 23.75* Tj^ + 6 Tjg « -1727.4
6 TL  +* 2Sa70 TL  *  5»es *  1727.4m« *xi t)4
5.88 X* ♦ 32.52 T1 *  1727.4Ew o4
The shear constants T1 promised by the vertical umfcrm load of 10U lb /ft 
applied at edges b aari c are given in Table 10*2.
Long shear 
Constants
to/ft®
•pl -37.70bl
T1
b3 “84.75
•rl
b3 +34.75
t L +37.78b4
TABLE 10-2
Longitudinal Shear Constants fo r 
Section BC
Booms® of symmetry the longitudinal ehoar eosg&anto t J  tosr section A&  are 
etgjal ami opposite to toe shear constants (Big, 2So).
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Long.Shear 
SoBdtsnta
tti/fi?
Tl +37.70a l
T1 +84.75
a2
X* -84.78aS
84 -37.79
TABLE 10-3 
Longitudinal shear Constants for i&etea AB 
Wcj&t equation <4-51) Is  used to calculate the rotations ot simply 
supported plates due fee tbs uniform load of 100 lb /ft acting at edges b c^  ;Cu 
Equation (4-51) yields the results shown in Table 10*4,
'n!ft1Gt&fcoQ os 
Plates
iladians
% l -.001403
%Z .000104
% 0
*b4 +.G00194
^bS +.001403
TABLE 1.0-4
Botatscu e l Plates in  Span BC Dae to Utsi&jsrc Load
Because o£ symmetry the rotations at x»e lo r span AB are equal aac opposite 
to those siKJwn in Table 10-4.
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Plates
.^nxkaas
*B l *.001403
€ra2 +. 0503.34
fea3 0
ea4 -.050194
^a5 -.001403
TABLE 10-5
Botatfoa of Plates iu Spaa AB JDue to Uniform Load
Equation <4-33) is  used to Had the deflections of plates between B and 
C. The results are shown In Table 10-6.
Deflections of
Plates at xDid?
2
Inches
Vbl -.003076
Vb3 -.008736
Vb3
VM +.00S73G
vb5 +.OS3075
TABLli 10-6
Befleetloan oi Plates at zrLfo Luo to Uaiforsc Load
■7TA*
Because of syrsssetsy about the axis the deflections of plates at x are 
oqacJL fo those shewn in Table. 10-6.
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Xteticcticst.- cl 
Plates at x»“Jja Inches
vai 6636?$
v «2 -.008736
va3 0
va4 +.008736
v o3 +.068075
TABLE 10-7
Deflections c i Plates at Xs3* ^  Due to Uniform Load
The two 12~foofc sections (£. ©. AB and BC) are now analysed for 
shears, rotations, sad efo&eotioas due to unit moments applied at end B o£ each 
digfere&t plate. V?hen the unit moment in applied at end B of plate a, equations 
(6-1S) w ill yield the following four simultaneous equations.
16,26 r«8b l -  5.86
Ta
b2 *  6.72
5.88 mil£bl - i i .  as mal b2 + 6 ►w&bi? a 0
6 <n&b2 -  11.88 Tgg + 5.88 r i i  -  *
S.SS -  16.26 *  it
shBllayty, for a unit moment applied st cad B ox plafoo b.
16.26 Tj^ -  8.83 *  1.44
5.88 -  11.83 »,bi>2 *  6 TS»m<s *  -1.44
6 rnbaU2 -  11.88 T |3 + 5.98 T^j « 0
s.sa t“3 -  16.26 •jk 53 j)V i *
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For c. unit saosne&t applaud as uiu B u* plate C
20.26 Tg* - 5,38 Tgg
S. 88 -  U .S8 «gg * » rnOAbS
« *6£ -  « • *  
6.SB
=* 0 
a ”2. SO
5.88 I jk
20.28 l«  *  0.b4
For a usdt moment applied at end B oi plate d
26.26 T*^ -  5.S8
5.88 Tgx -  11.88 tgg *
,d
6 * &
6 -  11.88
6.88 b3
ts y 
c= 0
6.88 X<* *  -1 .44  b4
10.28 Xs1 *-1 .4 4 .b4
For auait moment applied at eod B oi plate e
18.28 T?
5.1
lb l
fc
bl
8.88
11.88 Tjg  *
8 x;,«b2
b3
12.88 b3
5.88 *»et<5
5.88X;,e&4
= 6 
B» j)
«*> o
10.26 *-8 .7 3 .
The results of the above &vq aets of shear equations tire iaibulatod hi Table 26-8.
Bait M applied 
at B of plate a b c d e
*bX .553 . 266 .245 .072 .059
^b£ ,461 .323 .400 ,293 .247
Tb3 .247 .183 .400 a vBv .402
JSaA----------- ... , 036 .072 .245 .206 .569
T A B L h  IQ -3
fcjhoar Forces is ih /&  for span 8C Duo to Uhit M$mc*3ts Applied At 
cad B of Different Plates
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Because of sigrEsmetry about efee ym sMs the shears in She simply supported 
structure AB are j<$uai and opposite [Fig* 26(a)) to those tabulated in Table 
10-8.
Unit Moment 
Applied at End 
B oi Plate a b C d 6t1tIiiiif!: 
„
«
Iiii\
-.656 -.206 -.145 -.072 -.089
* * -.401 -.323 -.400 -.199 -.247
-.247 -.196 -.400 -.323 -.401
__________ ; -.689 -.072ih.ii.hm •
-.145 -.206 -.550
TABLE 10-9
isbear Forces In ;%*& for Span AB Due to Unit Moments 
Apg&edat End B oi m e re u t Plates
V.feen a unit moment is applied at the end of a {date it  causes that 
{date to rotate thus giving rise So deflections. The rotation oi plates in spun 
BC at B are found by substituting numerical values in K equation (6-47) and are 
tabulated in Table (16-16).
Angles at 
jfo in
ispas BC BatSaas
% 1 2.673 x ifT®
2.103 x 1Q“ 7
*«S8 2.295x1 &~7
^d4 2.158 x 1<T7
€^15 2.673 x 10~6
TABLE 10-Id 
Losaiioas at B of Plates in Lpan BC Luc: to 
Unit fom ents Apgdtcd at B
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Because of symmetry the angles of corresponding plates la the simply supported 
structure in  span AB aye the same in magnitude but opt® site in  sign ne those 
shown ia  Table 10-10. The sot of angles Is found by using equation
(7-44).
Angies at 
in
Span. AB Dadiaus
90 l >2.873 x 10*®
-2 . .158 x 10’*^
e03 -2 .2 8 6 x l0 "7
-2.160 x SO"*
«CS -2 .073x1  O'**3
Table 10-11
Rotations at B oi Plates in Span AB Duo to Unit Moments
Applied at £»
The deflections at at « + ^b/2 due to unit moment at jfO  are calculated by 
equation (6-48), The defections at x = - “ a/S, can be calculated by equation 
(7H$). Because o i symmetry cb&nt the ym axis, however, ihc deflections ai*o 
Urn same at both p o i n t *  -4j/2 and point x =* Hence both results are
tabulated in  Table 10-12, At this point wo must make adjustments to r continuity. 
The redundant hiomcnt Mq is  found by substituting numeric;*! values into equation 
(31). The results are shown in  Table 10-13,
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Le&sWtLons
at
l&ChOS
vi
Cl
«1 a 
01
_ _ , , ,
7 .215 k 10*’'
v . w a©2 02 5.825 x l0 H
c
©3
1»1 JB
03 0.1905x10'
V1C4 v*V€& 5.825x 10”*
y l as
e5 fll sa05 7.21SxlO~*
TABLE 10-12
DeHeeUoaa at Midep&ns Xm& to CJmit Moments AppSted at B
Hedunctent
Moments
ft-lb
Mo, 1 *  -524.21
Mo,2 -  -901.19
*> .9 ^  o
^o#4 ■ +301,10
Mo,3 •  +524,81
TABLE 10-13
Bcdundaat Moments at Support B0
The detleeiiens duo to unit moments shown in Table 10-12 are noiv z&oltiplsed 
by the respective M0 |S.o» vcj  "’,^ 1 s ^'%,1 )« '^ e 1’csults are given ia
Table 10-14.
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£i£ilcctton3 
at x**~^a/ 2
Da Sections 
St ? ^ Lb/2
laches
vc l
vc2
VC3
vc4
vcS
d l
vd2
vd3
vd4
vd5
-.03787
-.floes*)
o
+. *>05240 
+.03787
iitB LL i0 -i4
/deflections st MidspaoB £uo to the fioduatiatit Moments Applied at B„
To find the deflections at xaiuepuis tor the continuous system duo to the uniform 
lead of 100 th /ft the deflections of Table 10-14 are subtracted from those of 
Table lfl-fl. The results are shown in Table 10-10.
ipeilecticns 
at sp*^-H/2 
and x ^ a /S
>■» WUn !»..»■ .....
laches
V j 5* .02521
vs » -.003487
V-> o 0
V4 +.003487
v5 +.02521
TAB L i' 10 -lfi
Deflections at Midspaao of the CoQtiauoue dtructure 
cinder the Laiiorm  Load of 100 lb /ft.
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It  must be remembered at thin point tliafc tho defections of Table 1C-15 have betsi 
found under the assumption that the plates where coiisected to one another by 
gjlano binges. V. e know, however, that the edges ore rigidly fixed, lienee tho 
theory of Chapter 2X must be applied here to find tho redundant momenta My 
and study their effect.
IM  us examine the deformation of the hinged system at a »
5*t
Equations $9-1) are used to find tho quantities \v*a, w j^ . Prom Fig. 28 we 
Bud fiis value )/m.
68
ta
TABLE 10-16
The values of and are tabulated below.
displacements
w«
w*i
w ? >  ■
Wo
w®
wa
Inches
+.010S2
+.02710
+.00604
+.06374
+.06374
+.00004
+.02710
+.01052
TABLE 10-17 
ftu ttu a l Lisplaceareato fsoe Pig.
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39
K.<$i@$k>n (9-2) Is used to calculate th e  angles These values are &>.h»?at.Afl 
ia  Table 10-18.
Angles Hsdlans
0 ! -8.6953 x 1G~4
% -8.6959 x 10"4
s 0
*8.6950* 10~4
6 S +8. 5069 x 10~4
TABLE 10-18
Transversal Aqgles (see Fig. 18) at ami at x^^SL2 2
The angles are calculated fro® equation (8-3) ami arc giveo in Table (10-19).
P \  m 0
P z a •►8.5968 *  Id '4 rad
h ~ 5969 *  10 4 rod
£ 4 “ Q
TABLE 10-10
Angles afcx«*^ and atx«-^S (l~jg, S3).«£
£i»cee the strips are not eomiacted hy piano hinges in the ocma! structure, the 
relative rotation ^  j,, cannot take place; it is prcvcatod hy the heading momcate 
SSL. Let the moment M ., transmitted acres© the edge ir<  *  r  from the strip r  to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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She strip  r  + 1 be denoted by Mew, we w ill fitucljr the internal force aysteas 
sat up by applying Shis Jiicsmeiit with Mf  ® 1.
When moment Mr  *  I  is applied at edge b o£ the structure (Fig. Sts) 
equations (0-18) yield the results shown in Table 10-20. The superscript b 
above the & denotes ik &  edge where the moments » 1 is applied.
Tangential
. Loods lb /it
K
&: -.5350A
“2 -*-2.1212
w3 -3.7117
4 +1
£ 05 i-T »iir> L > i< i. -i .-
TABLE 10-20
Load® In the Planes oi Four Strips (Fig. 30)' 
£ue to Unit Moment Mr  <=> 1 Applied at K ^s t);
When moment Mr *  1 1» applied at edge c o£ the wtruoture (Fig. 31), equations 
(9-13) yield She results shown in Table 10-21,
■Tangential 
 Loads lb /it
0
>i;C
As
-1.3000
vC •s-2.7117
,©
-a -2.133,2
sC +.6636
t a b le ;  10-21
Tsiigcntiul Luade Sn the Dianes c i Four i-trlra  (Fig. 31)
Due to Unit Moment Mr  « 1 A llie d  at £.tige c»
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10  5
Next we may calculate shears T caused by unit moments HA ~ 1 
applied separately at edges b and c. For Mv ~ 1 (Fig. 32) applied at edge b, 
equations (4-19) yield the following simultaneous equations.
32.5116 T p 1 + Q ,m &  T ^ 1 *-4 .4 4 0
S. 8775 Tp)> + 23.7550 T ^ 1 + 6  T ^ 1 * -6 .0
6.0000 t p l  + 23.755 l f b)1 + 5.8775 T ^ 1 *-15.769
8.8778 T ^ 1*-32.5116 r f }l =6.6304
For Mr  ® 1 (Fig. S3) applied at edge c„ equations (4-18) yield the following 
simultaneous equations.
32.8116 T ^ 1 *  5.3775 t |c)) *-8 .6304
5.8775 t [C)I + 23.7650 + fi.OOOT^1 *'+15.7666
6.0600 T j5*1 +23.7550 T*®*1 + 8.8775 TJ5*1 *  +0. 02 3 4
5.8770 T*0>1+ 32.5116 » 4.440
The shear stresses due to unit moments applied transversely at edges b and e are 
tabulated in Table 10-22.
T0»l 1313
T(b)l
*2 -.0291
rj»(b) 1i j j 7560
T(b)l
a4 +.4023
mfO)l
I -, 4023
T(0)l
2 +.7860
y(c)i +.0291
T(C) i 
*4 +. IS 14
TABLE 10-22
Shear stresses Lite to Unit Moment© Applied 
Transversely at Edges b and e
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The loads arsd the edge shears f  ^  mast nctv bo inteeotcod into equations
(4~5i) and {4~5B) to Sind rotation® at x => o aad defections s =» . The
<6-
results are shown in Tobies (1.0-23 and (10-24) respectively. The structure 
at this point s till coaaisis of two separate Him ply supported sections.
*b l +2.2345 x 10“5 rod.
* <b) -  . 95310 * !< fS
fab3 ♦ .47168 K 1 0 -
« Wb4 -  ,66883 x 20~5
*bS I +1.49213 x 10“5
J o )
h i -1.49213?: i ( f 5
J o )
ps + . 66893 x l i f 5
wbS -  .4716® xl0‘ &
*b4 + . 95610 x l0 ~ S
a<c>bS -2 .2 3 4 6 x l0 “5
TABLE 10-23
Rotations at x « o of plates in Span BC Loo to 2h'r  *> 1 
Applied at Edge b and Mr  » 1 Applied at Edge c
Because o f symmetry about the ym aids the angles o f rotation a t »-- o of plates 
ia  spaa AB due to the moment My « 1  separately applied a£ edges b and e sro 
ccpd and opposite to the values appearing in  Table 10-S3*
Because of cymme&y about; Uio ym aids the defections at x 55 ^  o f plates in 
spaa AB eaie to the moment My « 1 separately a pplled at edgce b and c are 
equal to (ho values of Table 10-24.
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lb)
Vb l +.0010(35 inches
vi*»
b2
>.0004233
ym
b3 +.0002X23
vm
b4 -.0003010
J t t
65 +.0006714
<ci
vb l
. — ••. ... — «*v .  » mi- w  0 * ^ 1  MW
0000714 inches
v(o)
vb2 +. 0003010
v(«)
b3 0002123
v<c>
vb4 +.0004238
vfC>bfi -.6061006
WWW » 'n » « r .> < » -  ----------tf—  -  - nrr-------1 -t - - n »-i -  >- i iir -r-n r - - i-* .m |i i.
TABLE 10-24
DoJteWtons at x A  o{ PUteB ia span BC Eue to
My«l Applied at Edge b aad to »2 Applied at 
Edgec
Vi© can sow make adjustments io r continuiiy. Equation $ -2 ) b&exmes 
Sr)
•— {*»>k «eni <sa
Hie angle© 6 ^ j and ©Jjj| arc given in Table 10-23. while the angles © ami 
*%n arc E5ven in  Tables 2 0 -1 1  and 10-20 asegpectivdly. The resulting values
fy)
os. &»e redundant inosnento are tabulated in Table 10-26.
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Moments at
k :^> «n w j-w . j i  -J-- 11- .1 ■ i - t i r
, , b 
*’“o» i -  8.350 St-lb
Tt.fb -44.2S9
d9 3 +20.344
o,4 -30.908
Mbo,8 + 5.583
MC0,1 -  6,583
MCo,2 +30.998
i f  *0 ,0 -20.544
Mc , o,4 +44.250
MC -  0,5 -  8.360
TABLE 10-25
Redundant Moments M r^)  . Ltit* to Btosneais M » ioyi«o)is i*
'rise deflections in  Table 10-12 are m ultiplied by the redundant moments in 
Table 10-25. The results are given la  Table 10-23.
The deflections oi the continuous beams ABC due to tits  moments M „ are now*
calculated. The deflections oi Table 10-12 ore subtracted irons the deflections 
o i Table 10-24. The results are she deflections o£ die plates oi the continuous 
structure die to uniform monscats M r  = 1 separately applied at edges o and 
<3.
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Leflcetioae
M  Jt’ f V l . .  _ Inches
b
*  »Cl, 1 +fi. 0342 K 10~4
vb **2.5790 s lO**4
»fo
d,8 +1,2734 x I t f 4
-1.606S s!0~4
vdl 5 *4 .0294x l0“4
vd ,i -4.0234 x 10* 4
v<? Q0,2 -fl.8005 a 10*4
Vcd,3 -1.2734 x 1(T4
V®
0,4 42.5791 x I0~4
vc__ -6.0343 jslG~4
TABLE 10-20
Lefleettcos at Midspan of 3C Luc to Kedundanfc Moments *oApplied to Plates at B 
The deflections at midepaa of AB are the same as these shown in Tabic ie -2
Deflections Inches
v<*»
vi -.0008020
v#» 0001719*4
V«»v3 +.000OS50
-.0001204
-s. 0002635
V? £002683i.
+.0001204
Vo *•90000830
O
V4 +. OO01712
+«0005029
---,_ru—1l ~ -H~
tABLl. 10-2?
Inflections <>i the Plates oi the Continuous Siruu&m ,v. U i i/U
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The deflections of Table 10-2V are substituted in equations (0-1) and the re­
sulting w| are shown in Table 10-23.
-*—• ---- - — .. .
.0008185 in.
1
.0004814
2 .0004677
WUV»
2 .0004910
*> >3 - . 0003880
"(b»
V 0003785
w*<b>
4 .0003705
”<b)
v .0002040
* > >wl .0002840
"(e)
W1 .0003783
W'i0)w2 -.0003785
“(e)
w£ -.0003880
*4o)wr; .0004910
»»<e>w,. ’ *0 .0004077
’4c5w. .0004814
"Cc)w. . OC05185
— —,— ~— ----- . ------------------- -
TABLE i.0-28
Norraal Displacements to LuoU Plate atrip Duo to Moments Mr= l 
Applied at Edges b and o alternately
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The values to Table 16-2S aru substituted in equation {3-2) and the results are 
given in Table 16-29.
F 5 w ~u. 592 x l O 7 rad.
*? > -5.502 x 10*'
«?» -3.6625 a 10~S
fe<W
4 ». 0939 x 10~5
*? » 3.0939 x I f f 5
1 -3.0939 s 1&“B
e<°>
2 -3.0939 x 10~B
• s * 3.6625 x i0 “5
« r 0.5918 x 10"?
4 * 5.5918 x 10"7
TABLE 10-39
Tr&nversai Ifoiatloa of Plate Strips at Iwidspaus 
of Continuous Structure Lite to Mr = l
The relative change of angle at the jo ints is  given by equation <(9-3). Values 
from Table 10-29 are substituted to equations 9-3 and the results are gives! 
in  Table 10-30.
The values from Table 10-80 are substituted in  equation (9-23) to find the 
redundant moments M . The results are given in Table 10-81.
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f a f *  ® -S.SOeGK l«Ts rad.
*  +6.?»6‘iK lU ~ ba
joW ) .  0
W  => 0Jh
•  6.7SG4» ID"5£.
^ C> *  -3„ 60(36 :: l l “Sw*
> -  0
TABLE 16-410
Relative Angle Changes at Joints la c  to M «1 
Alternately Applied at Joints b and c
A
Mg « -11. G&84 ft-lb
TABLE' ifr-S l
Hedusuiaui Mora tats Acting B aifom ly along the 
Edges b and c of the continuous structure
Tfeo deflections o f Table 10-27 are m ultiplied by the rodandaist moments of Tsblu 
10-21 and the resalt© are subtracted from the cktfleetSoas given in Table 10-15. 
Hessce the fina l deflections of the structure are given in  Table KJ-32.
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- OlOOil ki.
vs SS -.008873 in.
V3 ss 0
v4
IS +.002878 in.
V5 +.001C8U
T A B L E
Final IPeilectionss ©S tbo Coattattatfa otraosujfe JDue to 
a Uniterm h&an of 100 lb/it Applied at Edg© b and o.
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1.15
(&)
Fig. 34 Three-lead wires eoaaeot the gages to the equipment Electronic 
gages are connected to Budd iastruroeote while the load cells are 
concocted to Baldwin I4n»tostnu&eat«.
ffc)
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CHAPTER X I
EXPERIM ENTAL PHGGHAM
la  order to lour3 the actual pattern of dedactiosa ami oi stress 
distribution of continuous folded plate structured a simple prismatic structure 
was made out of concrete (i^ *• 6,000 psi). The lii&fonititti siso aggregate used 
in the concrete was S/Q". 'Aciaforclng 6foci was used as shown in Fig, 47.
Tfos two spans were IS’-O'* each from center of supports. The thickness of 
the three top plates was 1" while the two vertical plates containing 3/6” t/bcrs 
were I 1/ 2'* thick (Fig. 47). To avoid concentration of stresses in lifting, 
the whole structure was constructed right on the load cells through the use of 
a platform which was removed after 26 days from die day oi pouring. Concrete 
cyttaders were tested after ?■$ days and the results are given in Fig. 61. 
strain gages (5R4} type-o0"141~J& with gage factor £. 03 -  1/2%) were applied 
on the steel as well as on the concrete sueiaoo (Fig. 43). The results are 
given in Tables 11-1 nasi la  Figs. 62-56. Gouge indicators were act up as shown 
in Figa. 46-50 and the results are given in Tunica i l - 2, ii-3  and in Fig. 57, 
Selected pictures arc introduced in the following pages to avoid a long sxm 
tedious description c i  the experiment
114
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fig . 36. Some of the strain gages are a llie d  on the steel teibetfcied m the
concrete* others cure applied directly on the concrete wrxace.
S R 4 gages were used.
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Fig, 26. Electronic equipment used to read etralna oi' the strain gages.
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(S)
fc'ig. 37. Strain gage roiadioga and dial indicator readings are taken simultaneously.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(8)
Fig. 38, D M  indicators arc placed ejyunnetricaliy arotmd sections A and B 
to chock whether the defections of the symmetrical structure were 
the same on both sides. The resalts are given in Table H -2 .
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rijr^ vi
<a)
Fig. 3S>, Dial indicators are set up at midspana A and B to aftw& the deflection 
pattern of the structure. Because of symmetry the dial indicators 
w o placed only on one side of the structure. The results are given 
In  Table 11-3.
(b)
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<B>
Fig. 40. The dial iociie&tora are applied on stag iraraea assade ©at of &n x 2" ss 1/4" 
steel aagles.
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(a)
Fig. 41, Concrete cylinders arc tested to determine the modulus oi! elasticity 
Ec, The resulting curve is  given in Fig, 51, The types of steel 
{3/3"Qt 0/10 C") which were used in the structure are also shown in 
these pictures.
(b)
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<»>
Fig, 42, Pieces oi pig iroa (each weigimjg about 40 lbs,) are loaded or* a 
wooden pfatfcrm. The uniform load is transferred to ecgee b and 
c of the structure through 1" x 2” wood etxips.
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(a) 
Fig. 43. Tho picture below abows presuire cylinders which may be used to 
apply eoacantreted Ieatis$t at edge b sad c 0I  She structure.
m
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i'ig . 46. Typical cracks along line at loagitudinal shear,
<fo)
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BESSJiXi OF STBA1H GAUGES ^raaoG in  miaa&iirefaaB)
Inch
OGE le y  iw »T *  3M Ui/St 500 lb /ft 668 lb /ft " 3 55 lb /i t 1000 ill
i. +4 +8 +14 +18 +30 -■■47
»:> +13 +28 +42 +56 +70 +60
3 +14 +26 +36 +54 +60
4 -8 -IS -28 -36 -44 -84
5 -24 -26 -38 -43 -54 -65
G -14 -28 -40 -53 -65 -81
7 -8 -18 -28 -36 -44 -54
iT>
O +14 +25 +40 +48 *55 *66
9 +16 +20 *43 +56 *73 +su
10 +6 +10 +17 +20 +30 +47
11 +17 +34 +51 +6S +84 +121
12 -6 -18 -32 -48 -64 -80
13 +26 *53 +80 +93 +122 +270
14 +117 +222 +320 +425 *530 +616
13 +134 +259 +364 +468 +570 +630
26 +95 +100 +159 +209 +250 +814
17 +52 95 131 185 193 +276
IS -1 -1 +2 *5 +32 +40
19 -a -20 -34 -46 -68 —02
ao +27 +62 +104 *153 +200 +284
21 +7 +14 +20 +25 +33 *87
22 +15 +30 +46 +50 +71
23 +12 +22 +32 +54 +65
24 -U -23 -31 **40 -50 -63
25 -12 -21 -30 -38 -09 -88
26 -13 -24 -33 -45 -54 -63
27 -10 -20 -26 -35 -40 -55
23 +11 +32 +42 +52 +66
m +26 +24 +37 *04 +08 +77
m +10 +20 +34
■•K rlw -W W  ->*' •».*» ■
*45 +60 +75
TAB
kfcmifts £a & ic ro ilnche#
Inch
IcoaKvjucci)
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167 kb/it 334 lb /tt 500 lb /ft ~6G8 lb/tt assib /ft 10001
00 14 31 48 m 72 02
Ci 2 4 6 l i IS 15
CS ’“10 -26 -38 -50 ' -63 -74
c3 -13 -27 -41 -63 -66 -77
e4 -2 *^4 -5 -6 -4 -2
c6 17 32 46 60 73 $7
cQ -34 -71 -109 -142 -179 -224
c7 -17 -36 -51 -89 -80 -110
m -4 -7 -11 -16 -22 -28
e9 12 21 32 42 50 03
ciO 31 41 55 87 76 S?
c ii 1? 34 51 «8S 82 106
012 -3 -4 -6 -5 -4 -5
cl3 -2S -55 -83 -107 -145 -177
c!4 19 33 56 75 95 123
cl8 12 22 32 43 52 68
cie -1 -1 -2 -1 “M 0
01? -12 -26 -37 -48 -59 -7?
Cl8 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3
c!9 18 33 47 61 73 86
©20 21 42 61 81 100 120
AO -18 -39 -65 -89 -114 -142
A1 -69 -120 -ISO -192 -230 -269
AS -32 -70 -108 -140 -172 -206
m -52 -104 -150 -196 -238 -290
Bl -52 -96 -135 -170 -213 -230
BS -2 -15 -26 -51 -73 —95
1 109 220 350 405 590
2 115 240 400 525 635
3 118 400 840 085
4 105 <>oa 250 480 610
TABLE U - l
strains in Microiecfaos 
Inch
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FIG. 5 2 .  STRESS DISTRIBUTIOW lid psi AT SECTION A-/\ (FIG,43)
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6 . I f e S s ^ 167 «A O, .* soo 668
~ ~~ 
1000
1A .6 - . 5 -1 .2 - 8 .0 -4 .5 ” 0 .0
2A 3 .2 10.8 24 .7 0 2 .0 4 0 .0 4 8 .5
2A 4 .0 S. 5 1 4 .5 2 0 .8 23.3 cjf.L# if
4A -S .0 a 10 .0 -2 1 .0 -2 5 .0 -SO .0
SA -1 1 .6 -2 0 .8 -2 9 *0 -3 8 .0 -4 6 .5 -5 7 .0
GA - U . 6 -1 8 .5 -2 7 .0 -3 4 .0 -4 2 .8 -5 2 .0
7A 7 .5 1 3 .1 1 0 .0 9 4 .6 3 0 .0 3 7 .0
SA 9 .8 1 9 .9 2 8 .5 37. S 5 2 .0 0 0 .0
9A .5 - 1 .0 - 4 .0 - 6 .1 - 9 .0 -1 1 .0
XI) . 5 - . 1 - 1 .0 - 2 .0 -2 .5 - 3 .5
2 E 8 .0 10 .1 2 3 .5 30 .7 3 7 .8 4 6 .5
SB 6 .0 U . 2 1 6 .0 2 0 .4 24, S 3 0 .0
4B - 4 .5 -1 0 .1 -1 5 .0 -1 9 .9 -2 5 .0 -3 0 .0
SB - 0 .0 - IS .  5 -2 7 .0 -3 5 .1 -4 2 . S -4 3 .5
SB - 4 .5 -1 1 .0 -1 8 .0 -2 4 .0 -3 0 .0 -4 0 ,0
7B 6 .0 9 ,7 13 .5 1 7 ,5 2 0 .5 2 5 ,0
SB 8 .0 14 .0 2 1 .8 fKfc 55 £iw» <S 3 4 .0
0B 0 - . 8 - 1 .  0 - 1 .5 - 2 .0 - 3 .0
~——-------- ----- ---------- -- -------- - ------- ---------- ------ —----- ,L_,
TAB Li: ii-£
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rBOEING OF SDiAL m UCAVm s  (Peflectic& ia |§ |g-~tnch&a)
im 334 500 668
....... ................. ........ “
!A -1.G -3 .0 -8 .0 -fi.8 -8 .5
2A a.o 16.5 23.2 29.6 35
3A e.o 12.0 17.0 21.6 25
4A 2.5 0 .0 8.5 11.5 13.6
3A 1.0 4.0 6.8 8.6 10.0
6A -.2 0 .3 1.7 1.3
7A -1 .3 -2 .8 -3 .7 -5 ,7 -6 ,2
SA -5 .0 -0 ,0 -11.6 -16.0 -19*0
M -10.5 -21.0 -30.0 -37.5 -44.0
IB .8 - .8 -1 .2 -2 .2 -3 .5
2B 9.0 17.2 24.0 80,0 38.0
3D 6.3 12.8 17.8 21.3 24.3
4B 2.6 0.0 3.5 11.5 13.5
m .5 2,8 2,7 4.2 6.5
SB -1 .0 -3 .0 -3 .0 -3 .8 -3 .0
7B -4 .0 -7 .0 -10.0 -12.0 -14.0
38 -8 .0 -10. S -15,0 -19. S -22.0
m -12.0 -22.3 -80.8 -33.0 -45,5
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c h a p te r m
CONCLUSION
The cx^rimontal program described in Chapter 'Jl yields relatively 
consisiaiit results. The concrete prismatic structure was subjected to repeated 
identical tmts in order to obtain a realistic pattern of de&acttan and stress 
distribution. Xiieresulfe are shown in Tables 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, end Figs. 82 to 57, 
No comparison can be mad© between the experimental results m i  
analytical results obtained irom equations developed from FHigge^a thooiy.
In  die deflection equation 0 -7 ) we have the factor (S„ -  h T *, «. + T* V )iu sis N bnv
w feare i>m is the uniform load and as well ae T ^  are constants related
to the longitudinal ©hears. V. hm oqua&oh (8-7) Is solved tho uniibm  load b^ 
psoductts certain (S ection in the direction in which it  itself acts (Fig. 58) 
wMle the shear eoastento toad to produce & deflection opposite to that of 
The sum ci the two tieilec&oas should bo smaller than and in die same direction 
as the oao produced by Um* These shearing constants from Fliiggo'e theory a 
however, seam Co be too large. As a result fee tarn
lasger than S thus upcottiag the direction and numerical value o£ the deflection* 
I f  the shearing constants could log ica lly bo matt© sm allor the wiwle 
theory would acatn to c©nforas w ife experim ental results. Si is  therefore 
necessary to carry on iiarfiiior a&K&es on fee longitudinal shearing stresses in
143
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FlUgge’s f&aory ami then apply the maalfes to the theory lo r coaifcaueas folded 
plates developed ia  this paper, iifito r the revision has beea made the eatae 
theory sway be used for say kind of loading condition fc>y expressing these loads 
in  Fourier series.
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